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IVi.V^Tlr- ^^O  DE  MAlíONNlUVt  DLVD WEST 
CABLE SNC.NC MONTREAL I07. CANADA 
TéLEX oi-aoeia 

August 5,   1970 

Our réf.  2974 

Mr. D.C. Newton, 
Chief, Procurement Operations Unit, 
UNIDO, 
P.O. üox 707, 
À-1011    Vienna, 
AUSTRIA. 

r«:    Experiasntal Production Plant for 
Aabaato» Proculin* - Contract 70/1$ 

uear Mr. Newton: 

Please find attached our final  report  of Phase  1 of 
the project "Experimental Production Plant for Asbestos Processing, 
Cochabamba,  Bolivia,  UNDP/SF Symbol:  BOL-20",   Contract No.   70/15. 

Our conclusions indicate that the Bolivian fibra can 
be successfully cleaned and processed.    However,  it   is weaker than 
competitive South African fibre and may therefore have to be sold 
at a discount on the world market.    This does not exclude the 
possibility of using it economically for asbestos cement production, 
especially  in Bolivia.     Based on the recoveries obtained from the 
different samples,   3000 - 4000 tons of concentrate from the 
Filadelfia mine would produce 1500 tons of fibre.     To obtain 1500 
tons of  fibre from the San Francisco and Tres Amigos mines would 
require from 5000 -  8000 tons of  concentrate  respectively.    The 
grades obtained were  somewhat  lower than expected.     The fibre was 
predominantly  grade D.    Target production figures and  in-put are 
shown in section 9  of our report. 

The  information in our possession on  the work done  to 
date does not  indicate whether sufficient reserves  are available to 
produce 1500 tons of  fibre per year in the experimental plant and,  even 
much less,  the 10,000 tons per year projected for the future.    Before 
proceeding with final feasibility, design and construction,  we 
therefore recommend  that the deposits be explored further,  both 
geologically and for economics of mining.    We  suggest that a minimum 
of ten year ore reserves be proven to make sure that  Bolivia does not 
find  itself   in the unfortunate position of owning an   inoperative  plant. 

...¡I 
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Mr. O.C. Nevtan August 5,  1970 

Attached to this report you will find a proposal by 
ttatts, Griffi* A McOuat Ltd. to carry out this investigation.    The 
investigation aay not necessarily have to be as extensive,  but we 
recommend that you retain a competent consulting firm for this 
purpose before proceeding with Phase II of  the present  study.    We 
«re prepared to accept a delay and remain with our original quoted 
price plus reasonable escalation charges based on acceptable indices. 

We also reconaend the adoption of our proposal 
outlined in Item 11.2  (v.  c) of Progress Report No.  2  to substitute , 
South African fibre with Bolivian fibre and test same for the \ 
contemplated Bolivian asbestos cessent plant.    The cost for this 
tasting was estimated at $750. U.S. 

¡ 
Thank you for entrusting us with this interesting and , 

important assignment.    We hope we have satisfied your requirements 
for the first phase and are at your disposal for further discussions. 

Yours very truly« 

KJRVIYER, MENDICHI * CHEMEVERT INC, 

kij~* 
yp. Mahn 

Vlee/tteeleent . Development. 

/<• 
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A trip to tht crocidolit« asbestos deposits of ths Alto 
Chapar« region of Bolivia was mad« and a »ample of 
approximately two ton« of concentrated fibre-bearing 
aaterial was collected from several mines in that region. 
Ih« «ample was representative of the surface exposures of 
the asbestos or«, but nay not be representative of the 
aaterial to be found at depth. 

Tha «amples wer« processed through the pilot plant of the 
Quebec Department of Natural Basourcos and the asbestos 
fibre extracted.    Quebec Standard Tests, Magnetic Rating, 
Surface Area, McNatt Rating, fr««n««s and strength unit 
teats war« carried out.    The fibre can be processed by 
noranl milling operation«, but is weaker than the South 
African Blue Fibre. 

Provided raw material is available, 1500 too« par year of 
preaomiaaatly grad« D fibr« can be produced from the 
Filadelfia and San Francisco Mines. 

B 
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IMT10DUCTI0N 

On March 5th, 1970,  ths United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization awarded a contract  to  Surveyer, Nenniger & 
Chenevert Inc.  "for testing of asbestos samples,  preparation 
of a feasibility study, selection of a manufacturing process, 
supply of équipaient,  sparse and designs and provision of 
services for the erection and commissioning of an experimental 
production plant for asbestos processing". 

This report covers Phase I of the project, namely,  the 
Evaluation of Asbestos Mineral Ore of the Alto Chapare Region 
in Bolivia. 

Survayar, Nenniger & Chenevert Inc.   retained the aarvicas of 
Watts, Griff is and McOuat Linited,  consulting geologists, to 
supervisa the gathering of a repreaentative sample of the 

tos ore. 

Th« sanple was shippad and the asbeatos fibre was extracted 
and taatad at the Pilot Plant of tha Quebec Department of 
Natural Resources. 

Th« testing vas supervisad, data tabulated and analyzed by 
Surveyer, Nenniger & Chenevert Inc.   in Montreal.    Mr. Phil Wiser, 
world renowned aabaatoa consultant,  assisted Surveyer, Nennigar * 
Chenevert Inc. in the supervision and evaluation of tests. 

8 
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2. ACCESS AND LOCAÏICH 

In the Alto Chapare region of Bolivia, about one hundred 
kilometres northeast of Cochabamba  is a zone which has long 
been known for its surface showings of crocidolite asbestos. 

Access to this area has been extremely difficult   in the past 
and the current route  to the properties  is an experience for 
any traveller.    The  road from Cochabamba climbs to somewhere 
between  4,500 and 4,000 metres in  the Andes before descending 
very rapidly to the dense tropical jungles of eastern Bolivia, 
ïhe drop of 4,000 metres is accomplished  in a very  short 
horizontal distance via a narrow road cut  into the steep 
Mountain  sides.    This  road  is open   to one way traffic only 
and has a specific direction for each day of the week. 

Once   in  the Alto Chapare region access to the  individual 
properties is via foot, mule or in  one case by an aerial 
tramway,   on which one pulls oneself   for about  sixty metres 
along a cable suspended over a swift mountain river some 
twenty metres below. 

The transport of materials and equipment  to the mines as well 
as the ore from the mines, has probably been the  single, most 
important  reason for the lack of development of   the deposits. 
Thi» situation will b« improved by  the end of this year when 
it is expected that a new all-weather road through to Villa 
Tunar 1 will be completed.    A substantial portion of  the road 
has been asphalted and it is expected that the remainder of 
the asphalting will be done by the  end of next year. 

This road will pass within two hundred metres of the Filadelfia 
mine and within two to four kilometres of the other mines being 
considered for exploitation. 

The Alto Chapare region receives  the greatest amount  of rainfall 
of any  region in Bolivia with an annual average of approximately 
4,000 millimetres.    Most of this falls during the period from 
December   to March  inclusive.    At  this time of  the year,   it  is 
almost   impossible to carry on normal mining operations. 

Dense  growth covers most of  the region except for those steep 
slopes where erosion has occurred  due to the slide of water 
saturated material. 
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3. HIKING CONCESSIONS 

All mining is done on concessions which have been awarded 
by Che government.    The exact boundaries of these concessions 
are not  known  (see Sketch No.  1).     The concessions are merely 
defined as being a number of hectares in a certain region 
and the  annual nominal lease  payments are based  on that number. 
It   is probable  that  boundary disputes will arise   in  the event 
that any  significant  discoveries are  made  or  if   the  economic 
outlook for the known deposits improves  considerably. 

ihe concessions are generally owned  by persons  resident   in 
Cochabamba who assign associates  to supervire  the mining 
operations during the  intermittent  periods when the mines 
operate.    Workers for the mines are almost entirely Quechua 
Indians from Cochabamba. 

The main concessions visited were: 

3.1      Filadelfia 

This property   is the most accessible and has probably been 
responsible for the largest  proportion of  past asbestos fibre 
production.    It still looks as the most promising prospect 
for future production.     It   is presently  inactive and considerable 
work had to be done to recover a sample. 

The Filadelfia mine was formerly owned fifty percent by Mrs. 
Worms Id and fifty percent  by Mr.  Llubetic,  both of Cochabamba. 
Mrs. Wormald has become involved  in some lawsuits over alleged 
misrepresentation of mineral properties and has  left  Bolivia. 
Her portion of  the Filadelfia mine has been taken over by 
Mr.  Vila Piano of Cochabamba.    ïhe  person who appears  to have 
had the greatest actual contact with the property while it 
was in production is Mr.  Re inicie«.    He was present during the 
sampling. 

The Filadelfia has been mined entirely by  surface methods. 
The dimensions of the excavation are sixty metres in  length, 
thirty metres  in width and  ten metres in depth. 

Several  scattered veins were  observed  around the  pit.     The 
only fibre actually being produced  at the present  time  is 
through  the hanü picking of   fibre  stringers by  two women in 
the overburden along the west wall.     It   is claimed that there 
are veins of  long fibre in  the pit  floor which are now covered 
with soil and waste from veins which were easier to get at  in 
the walls of  the excavation.    ïhere is possibly  some justifi- 
cation for believing this claim as several rocks were accumulated 
in one area which contained  good fibre but which would have 
required crushing to liberate. 

25* ¡a 
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3.1      Filadelfia    (cont'd) 

The types of fibre included cross  fibre,   slip fibre and mass 
fibre with the  latter being most predominant.    A good percen- 
tage of  the  fibre contained  in  the  hard   rock which could not 
be hand cobbed without drilling,   blasting,  and crushing was 
cross fibre and thus  this type may   increase with depth. 

From what  could be observed,  it would appear that the Filadelfia 
nine offers the best possibilities of any of the properties 
viaited for fibre in the quantities  required. 

3.2      San Francisco 

The San Francisco mine   is  located  some  two to three  kilometres 
from the main road and one stream,   the Crystal Mayu,  must be 
crossed.     The topography  in the area  is very rugged. 

The owner of this concession is Oscar Tejada of Cochabamba, 
while his  brother,  Lucio,   is resident on the property during 
«forking periods. 

Several locations on the property are being worked.    Three of 
Chose visited are mined by underground adits driven normal to 
the bedding planee and  intersecting small veins at random 
interval«.    Two other  locations were surface showings. 

Almost all fibre was of  the mass variety.    In all of  the 
underground workings,  extremely wet conditions prevailed and 
the fibre was saturated.    Some isolated pockets of  long fibre 
would be encountered,   but  the bulk of the fibre was   less than 
twelve millimetres.     A fibre content of between three to five 
percent was visible  in most workings. 

Ventilation  in the adits was poor and working conditions very 
difficult.     Lighting was provided  by carbide  lamps.     Hand 
drilling of short holes,  followed  by blasting, would allow an 
advance  of up to a metre.     Tools used were picks and bars.    A 
minimum of scaling and timbering was done and  loose  rock was 
evident everywhere. 

The ore reserves calculated by GEOBOL,   (Servicio Geologico de 
¿olivia)  during their geological survey  in 1967, suggested that 
the greatest tonnage of reserves was located on the San Francisco 
property. 

S 
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3.2 San Francisco (cont'd) 

If this is in fact the case and it is desired to supply a 
substantial portion of the fibre requirements for the 
experimental plant from this deposit, then considerable 
thought and money is going to have to be allocated to 
prepare access, defining of ore blocks and methods of 
mining. 

3.3 Tres Amigos 

Located  on a  sizeable  stream,   the Minas Mayu,  about  four 
kilometres from the main road,   the Treb Amigos concession 
also presents some very difficult access problems.    The 
topography   in  the area  is very  rugged.     Access  to  the 
property  includes the use  of an aerial cableway  suspended 
across the Minas Mayu. 

The property  is owned and operated by Alphonso Tejada who 
was present during the visit to the property. 

Five working places were visited.     One or two men were hand 
cobbing fibre at  three locations.    The fibre is generally all 
of  the mass variety and short.    Only  one vein containing fibre 
greater than twenty-five millimetres was observed and  it was 
located  in a steep face.     With the present equipment,   it would 
not be possible to recover this fibre. 

All of  the workings at Tres Amigos were  surface  showings and 
the  fibre was being recovered from unconsolidated material. 
A notable characteristic of  the'fibre exposures at Treb 
Amigos  is that all will require  substantial amounts of  overburden 
to be  removed  if fibre production  is to be  increased. 

With  the combination of access difficulties,   short fibre and 
extensive overburden,   the economic attractiveness of  the 
Tres Amigos deposits woui.d appear to be  rather limited 
pending further exploration and development. 

3.A      Rosa and Corpus Christi 

doth of  these concessions are owned by Mr.   Reiniche of 
Cochabamba. 

The only exposure on the Rosa property  is where the new road 
under construction has cut  through overburden revealing veins 
of blue material which is  largely clay but does contain some 
traces of fibre.    The concession is,  therefore,  only an 
interesting prospect at the moment. 
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3.4    ton ind Ç°mt chrttt*   (cont'd) 

ih« Corpus ChristJ property has two short adits which have 
been following sota 11 stringers of poor quality fibre. The 
concession looks to be of limited economic interest and it 
vas recosnended that operations cease. 

I 
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4. GEOLOGY 

Geological mapping of  the  general region has been carried 
out by GEOBOL  (Servicio Geologico de Bolivia) and  further 
detailed work done on the Filadelfia and San Francisco 
proparties.    However,   no drilling has ever been done anywhere 
in the region. 

None of  the geologic  reports published have examined   the 
economic attractiveness  of   the asbestos deposits and   it   is 
in this area that much additional work needs  to be done. 

ihe crocidolite  is generally found  in a  series ot   quartzites 
and iron-bearing sandstones.    Overlying these  rocks   is a 
black,  argillaceous shale  followed by a dolomite.     The 
thickness  of  the  quartzites and  sandstones varies and   in  one 
adit on the San Francisco concession,   they were exposed  for 
sixty metres. 

ihe structural geology  ot   the atea  is extremely complex. 
Numerous folds were observed as well as extensive faulting. 
The dense growth and overburden make    it difficult  to do any 
detailed  interpretation of the area. 

Other minerals were noted   in the area.     Extensive deposits of 
magnesite exist which are  reported to be of good grade.     In 
one adit  on the San Francisco property  pyrite  crystals were 
intermixed with  the crocidolite.     On the Tres Amigos property, 
isolaced  rocks of  specular hematite were observed  in  several 
.vocations.    A substantial vein is  reported to exist,     ¿ialachite 
was also visible  in samples taken from one crocidolite  location. 

ïhe fibre veins are very   irregular  in  their number and  orientation, 
In some  locations they are  conformable with tne  bedding planes 
and  in others at right  angles to the  beds.     Frequently  the 
orientation is neitner one nor the other. 

All of  the  fibre observed was very loosely  bonded and no 
difficulties should be  encountered  in opening this  fibre. 
An exception to this may  occur at depth  in the Filadelfia 
property.     Several large  rocks left  over from previous mining, 
show a fibre that  is much more regularly oriented and bonded 
tighter.     i.ne host rock for this fibre  is of a colour and 
appearance similar to crocidolite and presumably is a closely 
related member of the amphibole family  such as riebeckite. 

iW 
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5. MINING METHODS 

Mining to date has been entirely by primitive methods.    Labour 
is  In plentiful supply and inexpensive.    The only tools are 
picks and shovels.    Dynamite is purchased and used where 
ground conditions  require it. 

Mining usually originates at a surface exposure of fibre and 
follows that vein until the overburden becomes too ^reat or, 
in the case of adits,   the distance  from fresh air   is too great. 

It   is certain that  before any  increased production of  fibre can 
be contemplated,   it  is  going to be necessary to  formulate 
definite mining plans which are supported by adequate equipment 
and facilities.    The personnel who are to operate  the mines 
will also require supervision and training during any changeover 
period. 

Transportation of fibre from the mines is presently by mules. 
To get the fibre to a point where it can be loaded onto mules 
usually requires that the workers transport it on their backs 
for several hundred metres over some very difficult  terrain. 

At present, production from the San Francisco and Tres Amigos 
properties  is about five to ten tons per month.    To achieve 
the required production of  1,500 tons of fibre per year over 
an eight-month period  (due to rainy season), or roughly  200 
days, will require 7.5  tons of  fibre or 25 tons of concentrate 
per day.    This is absolutely impossible under present conditions. 

If  one assumes that the recoverable fibre content  of the  rock 
is four percent,  then this would mean a daily mining rate of 
two hundred tons of ore plus much greater quantities of 
overburden at most  locations.    Again,  this  is just not 
physically possible at present. 
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6. SAMPLING 

I 

I 

The  objective of the visit to the Alto Chapare was  to obtain 
a five ton sample representative of the asbestos ore that 
would be processed  in the proposed plant. 

It was not possible to gather five tons for two reasons: 

1. There was not  sufficient exposed fibre-bearing ore. 

2. The fibre which was exposed was not considered  to be 
completely typical of that which would likely be found 
at depth. 

Samples of approximately two tons were taken.     These were  felt 
to be representative of the material which would be mined  in 
the  first year of production.    Beyond this period,   it  is 
impossible to confirm the continuity of this fibre  to depth. 
To confirm the continuity of fibres and obtain representative 
samples for future years would require extensive and concentrated 
testing which was beyond our scope of work. 

Sona  of the samples were p re-concent rated,  that  is,  they had 
bean hand cobbed and probably contained up to fifty percent 
fibre. 

Moat  samples were placed in jute bags and then in steel diums. 
A rock pile that was situated near the Filadelfia mine was 
loaded directly  into the drums.     This material could not have 
tha  fibre released without crushing. 

Water content of  the loose fibre was very high and drying would 
have  to be carried out before processing. 

The  final lot of  steel drums arrived  in Cochabamba on April 17, 
and  the complete sample was due to be air freighted to the 
Department of Natural Resources  in Quebec City.    They arrived 
on April 28. 

Tha samples collected ware: 

I 

8 
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6.        SAMPLING     (cont'd) 

6.1      Filadelfia Mine 

Location Number of Depoa it Quantity 

East tide of pit PI, P2 2 bags 

East aide of pit - 
abort fibre zone P3,  P4, P5, P6 4 bags 

West wall - 
hand cobbed from overburden P7, P8 2 bags 

Fibre/ stockpile P9 1 bag 

Current workings eaat aide PIO,  PU 2 bags 

Bulk sample of large rocks 2-1/2 drums 

San Franciaco Mine 
/ 

Location Nuaiber of Depoa it Quantity 

Adi 

6.2 

lit currently working 

Adit previously worked 

/ Surface working face 

Surface fibre stockpile 

Very old adit with pyrite in 
vains - channel sample 

stockpile at portal 

Sal si Puedaa - near river bank 

6.3     Tree Amigos Mine 

Location 

Main workings 

Fault cone with long fibre 

Zone with hematite showing 

Steep erosion scar above camp 
- stockpile 
- stockpile 

Number of Deposit 

Al 
A2 
A3 

B 

C 

Dl 
D2 
D3 

2 baga 

2 baga 

4 baga 

2 baga 

1 bag 

1 bag 

2 baga 

Quantity 

1 bag 
2 bags 
2 bags 

1/2 bag 

1/2 bag 

1 bag 
1 bag 
1 bag 

S 
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7.        PILOT PLAST 

7.1     Sanai« preparation 

Whan received,   the sanples were visually examined and 
grouped as follows: 

Staple No.   1    -    Long crude  fibre  to be cleaned  by hand 
to produce  Bolivian Grade A. 

Sample No.   2    -    Large pieces of   rock to be processed 
through  the Pilot Plant  to produce  Bolivian 
Grade B,C,  and D. 

Sample No.   3,   4 and S    -    Fine,   earthy  looking material from 
the Filadelfia,   San Francisco and 1res Aminos 
minas to be milled separately to produce 
Bolivian grade B,  C, and D. 

The five samples were then weighed, dried and weighed  again. 
¿ha resulta ware: 

Dry Weight Humidity 
Sámale No.       -Urinin Kilograms 3! 

1 Crude Fibra    (not identified) 67 

2 Filadelfia Mine  (Rock Sample) 642 

3 Filadelfia Mine        (Fine Ore) 330 

4 San Francisco Mine (Fine Ore) 586 

5 Tras Amigos Mine      (Fine Ore) 328 

(not measured) 

9.0 

29.0 

16.4 

27.6 

7.2      MjUfrK 

7.2.1 Sample No.   J. 

A few kilograms of the crude fibres, sample No.   1, were 
cleaned by hand.    They ware not difficult to clean, 
using a hammer and small quantity of air,  under pressure, 
vacuum or both.    No milling was attempted since  it would 
have destroyed the fibres. 

7.2.2 Sample No.   2 

The rock samples required more than normal milling operations. 
These numerous milling operations were made to gather as much 
information as possible for futura design of a plant. 

¡B 
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7. PILOT PLANT    (cont'd) 

7.2.2 Sample No.  2    (cont'd) 

Tht ore was crushed in the jaw crusher.    The earth adhering 
to the rock was freed and lifted on Screen F-l.    This lifted 
product F-l had no cossnercial value, as such.    The earth 
would have had to be  removed by hand before processing the 
fibre in the fibre circuit.    Therefore,  Lift F-l was not 
included in our evaluation.    The fibre was  then processed as 
per the  flowsheet included as Appendix 1. 

Tan fibre lifts were made.    They contained 38.62% of the 
642 kilograms processed by weight, as follows: 

Dry Weight Processed - 642 Kilograms 

Lift Mo. Ill Ili ill Iz* ill F-6 

Fibre Yield      0.496      4.603     0.549     0.106      1.558     3.187 

Lift No. F-7 F-8 F-9 F-ll Total 

Fibre Yield      3.399      3.187    20.963     0.567 38.615Z 

Products Distribution in X 

Plus 6 on 9.91 

Minus 6 MM - Plus 35 aesh 35.13 

Minus 35 »ash 11.72 

Filter dust 4.62 

Fibre 38.62 

Total 100.00 

s 
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7.   PILOT PLANT (cont'd) 

7.2.3 Sample No. 3 

Following crushing, the fine or« sample from Filadelfia Mine 
was screened on a 35 mesh to rénove earth dust and then 
passed on a 6.35 mm. opening screen. This first lift, S-2, 
contained much earth, had no commercial value, and would have 
had to be cleaned by hand before processing in the fibre 
circuit. Therefore, this lift was not included in our 
•valuation. The other products were then processed as per 
Flowsheet No. 2 included in Appendix 1.  Five lifts were made. 
Thsy contained 48.14X of the 330 kilograms processed by weight, 
as follows: 

7.2.4 

Dry Weight Processed - 330 Kilograms 

Lift No. S-2        F-2        F-3        F-4         F-5 

Fibre Yield 1.376    6.602   1.513    11.004    27.648 

Products Distribution in X 

Total 

48.143* 

Plus 6 mm. 5.23 

Minus 6 M.- Plus 35 «esh 10.14 

Minus 35 mesh 29.61 

Filter Dust 6.88 

Fibre 48.14 

Total 100.00 

Sampling No.  4 

Following crushing,  the fine ore sample from San Francisco 
Mine was screened on a 35 mesh to remove earth dust and then 
passed on a 6.35 mm. opening screen.    This first lift, S-2, 
contained much earth, had no commercial value,  and would have 
had to be cleaned by hand before processing  in the fibre 
circuit.    This lift was not included in our evaluation.    The 
other products were processed as per Flowsheet No.   3 included 
in Appendix 1.     Five lifts were made.    They contained 27.83Z 
of the 586 kilograms processed by weight, as follows: 
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7. PILOT PLANT    (cont'd) 

Staple No.  4    (cont'd) 

Dry Weight Processed - 586 Kilograms 

Lift No. S-2         F-2 F-3           F-4         F-5 Total 

Fibre Yield 0.620      1.783 9.070      15.194    1.162 27.8292 

Products Distribution in X 

Plus 6 ma. 6.67 

Minus 6 am.  - Plus 35 aesh 26.74 

Minus 35 mesh 33.80 

Filter Dust 4.96 

Fibre 27.83 

Total 100.00 

7.2.5 Staple No. 5 

The fine ore staple £ roa Tres Amigos Mine was processed aa 
per Flowsheet No.  4 Included in Appendix 1.    Four lifts were 
made.    They contained 18.86X of the 328 kilograms processed 
by weight,  aa follows: 

Dry Weight Processed -  328 Kilograms 

Lift No. D-l         F-2 D-2           D-4 Total 

Fibre Yield 2.219     0.278 14.147    2.219 18.86 

Products Distribution in X 

Plus 6 ma. 1.11 

Minus 6 ram.  - Plus 35 aesh 22.37 

Minus 35 aesh 43.79 

Filter Dust 13.87 

Fibre 18.86 

Total 100.00 

8 
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7.        PILOT PLANT    (cont'd) 

7.2.6 Pilot Plant Cowmen ta 

During the milling of the four (4) ore aamplea,   It waa 
observed that the rock was very hard to crush» while the 
fibra waa weak and held firmly to the rock.    Furthermore, 
a lot of earth adhered to the ore received.    Even if theae 
properties and conditiona are not ideal for mechanical 
treatment, clean asbestos fibre can be produced from 
Bolivian ore by ordinary milling operations. 

S 
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8. FIBRE TESTING 

8.1      At the Pilot Plant Laboratory 

8.1.1 Teats Made 

All lifts from samples No. 2, 3, 4 and 5 were tested for 
Quebec Standard Tests, McNett, Surface Area and Magnetic 
Rating.    Procedures used ar« described in Appendix No. 3. 

8.1.2 Teat Results 

The laboratory test results will be found in Appendix No.  2. 

8.1.3 The fibre yield for each grade in percent of tonnage processed 
was:    (Total excludes Lifts F-l and S-2) 

Sample 
Mo. Location 

2 Filadelfia Mine 
(Rock Sample) 

3 Filadelfia Mine 
(Fine Ore) 

4 San Francisco Mine 
(Fine Ore) 

5 Tres Amigo Mine 
(Fina Ore) 

Grade 
A 4 B 

Grade 
C 

Grade 
D 

22.87 

Total 

4.23 11.02 38.12% 

2.90 18.38 25.49 46.77% 

0.22 4.63 23.36 28.21% 

0.49 2.58 15.79 18.86% 

This same data expressed in percent of total fibre recovered: 

Sample 
No. Location 

Filadelfia Mine 
(Rock Sample) 

Grade 
A 4 B 

11.1 

Grade 
c 

Grade 
D Total 

2 
28.9 60.0 100.0% 

3 Filadelfia Mine 
(Fine Ore) 6.2 39.3 54.5 100.0% 

4 San Francisco Mine 
(Fine Ore) 0.8 16.4 82.8 100.0% 

5 Tres Amigo Mine 
(Fine Ore) 2.6 13.7 83.7 100.0% 
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8.        FIBRE TESTING    (cont'd) 

•.1     At the Pilot Plant Laboratory    (cont'd) 

b.1.4 Teat Reau It AnaIVBis 

Th«M taats can be summarised a« follows: 

iha long crude fibra, Sample No.  1, weighed 67 kilograma 
or laaa than 3.5Z of the total dry weight processed.    The 
other samples yielded almost no additional Grade A fibre. 
The recovered fibre of Grade A in the samples processed was 
then leas than the 12X asbestos fibre content required. 

Saaples Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 yielded 0.8 to 11.IX of Grade B 
fibres.    ïhese percentages fall short of the 4OX required. 

£lam\g-£ 

Sample No. 3 yielded 39.3X of Grade C fibre and Sample No. 2, 
28.9X. Samples Nos. 4 and 5 failed to yield close to the 30X 
required. 

Samples yielded 54.5 to 83.7X of fibres.    Only 18X was required. 

The tests did show that the fibre contained in the »amples 
gathered waa much shorter than expected.    The fibre was 
predominantly a Grade D, while a Grade BC had been expected. 

i he fibres extracted are very different  from sample to 
sample.    To have a uniform end product in the experimental 
plant,   the ore from the different mines will have to be 
properly mixed, before being processed, to achieve the 
desired end products. 

?ÏR 
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8.    FIBRE TESTING (cont'd) 

8.1   ft th« Pilot Plant Laboratory (cont'd) 

8.1.5 Additional Teats Suggested 

Preliminary manual teste indicate that the Cochabamba fibres 
•pin better than the South African fibres.    However,  it is 
doubtful whether the Cochabamba fibres, due to their lower 
strength,  can be successfully processed through industrial 
asbestos spinning machines.    We could not  locate an independent 
laboratory able to conduct such test.    Fibre will have to be 
submitted to a processing plant for evaluation. 

8.1.6 £oJL£u¿ 

Since it was found impossible to obtain a reliable colour 
test through the standard procedure of the Quebec 
Manufacturer's Association, we have visually compared the 
Bolivian fibre with standard South African Blue. Our 
conclusions are that the Bolivian fibre compares well. Its 
colour would be more acceptable for the manufacture of asbesto« 
paper. Colour is not important for asbestos cement products. 
The lightest fibre comes from the San Francisco deposits and 
the darkest from Filadelfia. 

8.2 

8.2.1 IifjnjLii 

All freeness tests were made in the laboratory of one of the 
Quebec Asbestos producers.   The results will be found In 
Appendix No. 2.    They Indicate that the filterability of 
th« fibre is fair. 

8.2.2 8t»n«th Unit Teats 

Strength unit tests were nade In the laboratory of on« of th« 
Qu«b«c Asbestos producers.    Th« results are: 

Test Mo. 1:      62.8    strength units 
Test Mo. 2:      61.7 M H 

Teet Mo. 3:      58.1 " " 

South Africani      • 85    (average expected result) 
:      • 100 H " " 

Th«M results indicate that th« fibre is low in strength 
coonared to th« South African blue fibre. 

S 
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9.        Q^AHTITATIVE STUDY 

Using the fibre yield distribution,  a quantitative  »tudy 
was mede to define the tonnage of concentrate required 
to produce 1,500 tons of fibre per year.    The following 
table also indicates the tonnage of each grade of fibre 
expected to be produced: 

Tonnage 
of 

Concentrate 

Filadelfia 
(rock Maple) 3,935 

Filadelfia 
(fine ore) 3,207 

tan Francisco 5,317 

Tras «altos 7,953 

Gr. gjlft latid 

-L-        JL TjQ&b 

It*.5 433.6 IM.9 1,500 

93.1 5§t.4 117.5 1,500 

11.7 244.2 1242.1 1,500 

39.0 205.2 1255.8 1,500 

This indicates that it would be possible to produce 1,500 
aatrlc tons of asbestos fibres fron lass than 7,000 tons of 
concentrate froa tha Filadelfia and San Francisco Mines. 

I 
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10.      iMSÊÊÊiSHaiiÊSL 

10.1 f Approximately 30,000 Cons of or« will have to be mintd 
yaarly to supply the experimental plant with 2500 to 
7000 toas of concentrât« p«r year. 

Us recommend that geological explorations be made and « 
miming program preparad to «stsbllsh th« ore reserves and 
th« feasibility of bringing th« mines into production. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

10.2      Fibre distribution, properties and yield differ from one 
ala« to the other.    A lower tonnage of concentrate would 
ba required to produca 1500 tons of fibre from fine or« 
or rock froa th« Filadelfia mine  than from the  other two. 
Flbr« recovered is longer and a better yield is  obtained. 
This daposlt is also more accessible than any of  the other 
deposits.    We recommend that the experimental plant be 
•asignad to treat only or« from that mine if  sufficient 
reserves can be established. 

Ina design of the pilot plant could Include sufficient 
flexibility to parait modifications at a later date.   The 
eaat to brlag this proparty into production would probably 
sa lass than aay of the others. 

I 

10.)     anead em laboratory results obtained, wa recommend 
ami it lone 1 tasting to investigata the suitability of tha 
fiata for admixtures in sebastos cernant producta in Bolivia. 
Xf fammi suitable there, it could possibly ba uaad la 

eouatrlas for tha sama purpose. 
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11. 

11.2 

Tha objectiva of tha progran is to establish in Cochabauba 
an experimental production plant,  capabla of procaaalng 
1500 tona par yaar of crocidolit« asbestos fron tha Alto 
Chapara ragion.    It la anticipataci that this plant will 
provida tha nacaaaary axparianca and data required to 
conatruct a 10,000 ton par yaar processing plant. 

11.1    rrwhicUflp 

Tha taats indica tad that Bolivian asbestos concentrata can 
ba claanad and procaaaad by nomai asbestos milling practica. 
It ia possible to produce 1500 tons of fibre from 3000 - 
4000 tona of Filadelfia and 5000 - 6000 tons of San Francisco 
concentrates.    Tha fibre produced falls short of tha 
anticipated grade distribution aa follows: 

SUEL 

u 
c 

o 

TISI RESULTS 

0.8 to 11.12 

13.7 to 39.31 

54.5 to 83.7 

UMIDO ANTICIPATED EISULTS 

122 
402 

+   302 

+   182 

Indicated Input and output of products considered obtainable 
an ehovn on paga 22 of this report. 

The test results alao indicated a fair filtarability index 
however a lower strength than South African blue (58.1 to 62.8 
coopered to • 85).    Although the fiber say spin better than 
South African blue,  ita lower strength nay prevent its use 
for industrial apinning. 

1 
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I 

1/2" OBS. 

4 Mah osa. 

10 «ash oss. 

Pan osa. 

IFT LIFT LIFT Lin LIFT LIFT LIFT LIFT LIFT 
=£- 1=2- I=i- I=¿- fcfc- F-7 IdL F-9 F-ll 

2.3 7.4 12.3 

1.7 5.3 2.« 4.8 3.2 1.3 TR. 6.Ö 1.1 

1.1 2.2 7.4 6.7 5.2 8.5 9.2 3.1 1.4 

0.9 1.1 é.Ü 4.5 7.6 6.2 6.8 6.1 1.2 

I 
I 

4 MM 1 41.4 20.4 3.9 22.7 25.5 17.5 12.1 17.6 65.9 

14 Mah I 7.7 11.2 1.» 16.4 20.9 13.7 9.9 14.4 7.0 

35 Mah t 8.1 10.6 2.2 13.4 19.4 12.9 8.1 12.6 5.5 

100 Mah % 13.1 17.0 7.8 x5.4 13.8 16.9 15.8 16.5 6.i. 

Pan X 29.7 40.8 84.3 32.1 20.4 39.0 54.1 38.9 15.5 

I 
I 

FraaMaa      Ssea.   11.5  21.0  73.0  25.5  12.5  24.0  70.0  22.5   7.5 

Surfaea Am d«2/g*    59   68   105   52   25    48   103   50   39 

MagMtle latini       0.32   0.23   2.88  0.28  0.25  0.24  0.24  0.22  0.24 
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1/2M 

4 ntsh 

10 Mah 

Pan 

LIFT UFT LIFT LIFT 
iiai&i. 1=2- F-3 Zia- £JL 
ota. 6.5 2.4 

oía. 5.9 9.9 2.0 7.9 

osa. 2.1 2.3 8.8 4.4 

eia. 1.5 1.4 5.2 3.7 

4 Mah 

14 Mah 

35 aaah 

100 Mab 

Fa* 

Fraaaaaa 

teriaca Ara« 

Me a 

aa2/i 

40.1 34.3 19.5 13.6 

1.7 7.0 19.3 13.3 

4.a f.i 10.4 11.i 

s.o 9.7 11.7 10. ó 

25.0 39.9 39.1 51.4 

21.5 19.5 30.0 34.5 

té 72 él 72 

0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 



4ITBTO Eft, ? 

SAwrm w,4, 

J^mritTnftt  WkBlrhftfc 

cuco MIME nriME ani 

PSM 34, 

1/2" 

4 MSA 

10 Mill 

Kalla 
uirt LIFT UFT LIFT 

r-6 

MS. l.» 

MS. 11.0 1.7 2.4 

MS. 2.Ü 10.2 9.2 8.0 

MS. i.i 4.1 4.4 8.0 

4 

U  BSSh 

35  MM 

100 MM 

FM 

SurfsM AIM 

NstMtlc Is ting 

MCI. 

i2/s». 

2t.9 13.3 7.9 16.3 

• .7 4.1 9.1 10.0 

3.6 9.9 «.3 S.l 

4.9 9.0 1.9 10.1 

54.9 §3.7 67.9 55.5 

49.5 79.0 53.0 29.5 

113 102 99 54 

0.13 0.13 0.13 0.15 
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OVERS LIFT OVERS OVERS 
Unita 

ota. 3.6 

IzL. a=*_ D-4 

1/2- 

4 Mah oía. 7.1 0.5 1.8 

10 Mah osa. 3.2 7.4 10.0 11.0 

Pan oaa. 2.1 i.i 4.2 5.0 

attuti 
4 Mah 20.4 S.ft 7.1 7.0 

14 Mah 4.4 2.7 t.ft f.5 

35 Mah 7.1 l.t 1.0 12.2 

100 MM M. S 4.0 11.4 12.0 

Fa« S?.i •l.i 44.9 54.4 

FraaMaa saca Ü.O 47.S 40.0 44.S 

fturfaca Ara« 4a2/g» 111 70 100 101 

Mago«ele latin« 0.13 0.31 0.14 0.14 
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3. 

LABORATORY TESTING PROCEDURES FOLLOWED 

"Teeting Procedural for Chrysotil« Ast» at os Tibre" 
Sacona Edition 1966. 

2.      MeMatt 

"Teat M« t hod s for Blu« and Amos it« Asbestos Fibras". A 100 
•sah screen was used in tha fourth box. 

"Teating Procedures for Chryaotila Aabestoa Fibre", Second 
Edition 1966. 

4.      Surface ¿rea 

Tha T 4 N Rapid Surface Area teat was uaad to evaluate the 
surface area of Bolivian fibre as outlined in the Manual 
"Teating Procedures for Chryaotila Aabestoa Fibres", 
Second Edition 1966. 

5.     MfMftèf ^áUri 

Manual "Testing Procedures for Chryaotila Aabestoa Fibrea", 
Second Edition 1966. 

6.    Hrtnath Vntt 

The asbestos fibre had to be opened before testing for 
strength unit.    Usually, the Chrysotil« asbestos fibre ia 
opened in a ball mill and in a B.O.P.  disintegrator. 
Since several laboratories have already proven that the 
ball mill does not give good results with blue aabestoa 
fibre,  only the B.O.P. disintegrator was used.    The procedures 
outlined in the manual "Testing Procedures for Chrysotlla 
Asbestos Fibre" Second Edition 1966, was followed except 
that the ball Billing operation was omitted. 
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